NAS Status Information Subgroup Memo


Subject:	SUA Status

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Scott J. Bayless

Date:		May 20, 1997


1. 	Name of Item

	Special Use Airspace (SUA) status. Also could include any restricted airspace like Military Operations Areas (MOA) or ATC Assigned Airspaces (ATCA). 

2. 	Description of Item

	SUAs are restricted portions of airspace that are reserved for military use only. The times they are reserved can vary quite a bit week to week. They may be reserved 24 hours a day, or 8 hours for one day, or for 2 hours every day. It completely depends on the mission the military is trying to accomplish in that airspace. 

	While these areas are reserved (referred to as “being HOT”), commercial traffic is not allowed in these chunks of airspace for obvious reasons. This becomes a constraint that flight planners have to consider when planning a route. If these areas are known well in advance (4+ hours) and distributed, then things typically work smoothly from a flight planning perspective. The problem is, both scheduling and distribution need improvement. 

	The SUA status data item would consist of a list of restricted airspaces, and what times they are reserved. This would probably be organized by ARTCC boundaries and the SUAs contained within them. 


 	Each SUA is a 4-D exclusion zone in the airspace. The Flight Levels, times, and geography of each SUA’s active state can already be described using known data. The time element for each active SUA is currently known to some entities in the NAS (DOD) but not accurately disseminated. 







3. 	Benefits
	
	The flight planners could use as much of this information as they can get, as far in advance as they can get it. The optimum notification time would be somewhere between 2-6 hours before an aircraft departs to get the maximum benefit of flight planning. However, even if this airspace is  “released” while an aircraft is in flight, direct routes through the airspace may be suggested, and/or planned for to receive some benefit. The amount of fuel saved by not having to fly around an SUA can be very significant, as well as time saved, which has to be taken into account when planning gate space, etc. 

	The current level of uncertainty about SUA status leads air carrier dispatchers and crews to carry sufficient fuel to fly around an intervening SUA even though the SUA will reportedly be open. This is done to prevent diversions if the SUA opening forecast is incorrect. The cost of carrying this ‘insurance’ fuel to air carriers is significant. Timely and accurate SUA information would lead to reductions in commercial air carrier fuel use.

	FAA facilities would also benefit from this information being distributed beyond the local area. Typically a controller has to call to find out if an airspace is “hot” or not. Flow management specialists could take these released airspaces into account when trying to resolve problems, particularly severe weather reroutes. The Flight Service specialists would also benefit by being able to provide the GA pilots with more accurate information pertaining to restricted areas, especially if flying VFR.

4. 	Source of the Data

	This SUA status data would be provided by the FAA’s IFR control facility in whose airspace the SUA lies. FAA would get this information from the scheduling authority responsible for that airspace, basically the branch of the military that owns that airspace. 

	Currently, the SAMS system being developed by the FAA (ATO-130) will be responsible for dissemination of this data. Currently, the SAMS system is being installed at all ARTCCs (by Nov97). They will exchange information amongst FAA facilities over ADTN for now or possibly NADIN in the future. The central database and/or server will be located at the ATCSCC. However, this data is initially just going to be used for historical purposes, not for real-time planning. Eventually, SAMS is scheduled to be interfaced with ETMS (4Q98/1Q99) for wider distribution and hopefully get closer to a real-time tool. Also, SAMS will be interfaced with MAMS which is the military scheduling software being developed by the DoD.

5. 	Nature of the Data
	
	Besides normal routine schedules, things can get interesting when the military reserves a chunk of airspace for a considerable length of time, and then due to any of a number of reasons, either decides not to use the airspace or only uses it for a short time. The commercial aviation users would like to be able to use this airspace during these times. There are many groups working on that issue, but it all starts with electronic SUA schedule passing  airspaces, both in planning timeframes and in real time.

	There are 4500(?) SUAs in the CONUS airspace. The minimum number of elements for each of these SUAs would be (on a daily basis): the id of the restricted area (e.g. R-2508), start of reserved time and release time, and altitude reserved, for each slot the military needs during the day. There would also have to be some mechanism for allowing time for aircraft in the airspace to clear the restricted zone before time the military actually is going to use the airspace. This data would have to be updated whenever it changes, and if nothing else, at least daily.

	The SAMS/MAMS program is working the reliability and accuracy issues. Currently, the data is very unreliable, except about 30 minutes before an event.. With the development of these automation tools, the status data should be accurate further in advance most of the time.


6. 	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

	The SUA status information will be available on ADTN (or possibly NADIN) by late November 1997. There will obviously be some testing involved to determine the value of the data they have, and what else is needed. However, once that settles down, AOCNet could capture that data directly from ADTN. Again, content of the data and value of what’s there will have to worked out.

7. Other Issues

